Aanii I am Doug Emery, seeking to serve on Tribal Council and asking for
your vote. A vote for me is a vote for you! My purpose on tribal council
will be to work for all citizens. There is a disconnect between the voice
of the tribal citizens and current leadership. New people with a fresh
vision and ideas, prioritizing the people is the first step for change.
The voice of the people should be valued and acknowledged. The
people are the tribe and council works for the people. We need to have
tribal citizens attending council meetings, but meetings need to be at a
time people can attend.
Goals I will work to move forward:
1. Inclusion\not exclusion for Ltbb citizens, building unity and trust, through transparency,
honesty, integrity.
2. Prescription coverage for in\out of service area (this is a major burden for everyone)
3. Affordable housing (if we cannot build a subdivision, we can build one house at a time)
we need to start somewhere. This has been a need far too long!
4. Establish department statutes, that ensure fair treatment for everyone without prejudice.
5. Distribute funds to tribal citizens with urgency when opportunity is given i.e. (stimulus).
6. Nurture a junior council training program for our younger generations.
7. Respond to boards and commissions timely so they can succeed.
8. Build a youth center for our next seven generations. (overdue)
Finances of the tribe are tight currently; we will work wisely. Goals are never achieved if not set.
Time to give power to the people, improve the quality of life for everyone. Corporations and new
businesses are important but are nothing without the people.
Change is needed, I promise to work for change, I need your vote. It will take more than one new
councilor, vote for change.
My education\ experience: I earned a master’s degree in Leadership Administration, master
certificate in Human Resource Administration, bachelor’s in Business Communication, with a
minor in Economics, and an associate degree in Hospitality and Casino Management. I have
experience working with many departments in tribal government and the casino, I understand
the operations and have knowledge of problems that exist. A review of department statutes will
be beneficial to address issues. 20 years’ experience in automotive service management, with
organizational development, leadership experience and education provides me the tools to do
the job.
The most important trait I offer tribal citizens is my desire to serve. Leadership should strive to
help in time of need, rather than change policy to prevent it.
The success of our people is the success of our nation! Vote: Doug Emery!
Miigwetch

